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Impact of morphology on polaron delocalization
in a semicrystalline conjugated polymer†
Robert Steyrleuthner,*a Yuexing Zhang,bc Lei Zhang,d Felix Kraﬀert,a
Benjamin P. Cherniawski,d Robert Bittl,a Alejandro L. Briseno,d Jean-Luc Bredasb
and Jan Behrends*a
We investigate the delocalization of holes in the semicrystalline conjugated polymer poly(2,5-bis(3-
alkylthiophene-2-yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene) (PBTTT) by directly measuring the hyperfine coupling between
photogenerated polarons and bound nuclear spins using electron nuclear double resonance spectroscopy.
An extrapolation of the corresponding oligomer spectra reveals that charges tend to delocalize over
4.0–4.8 nm with delocalization strongly dependent on molecular order and crystallinity of the PBTTT
polymer thin films. Density functional theory calculations of hyperfine couplings confirm that long-range
corrected functionals appropriately describe the change in coupling strength with increasing oligomer
size and agree well with the experimentally measured polymer limit. Our discussion presents general
guidelines illustrating the various pitfalls and opportunities when deducing polaron localization lengths
from hyperfine coupling spectra of conjugated polymers.
1. Introduction
Organic semiconductors based on conjugated polymers represent
a fascinating class of materials not only due to their multiple
applications in functional devices but also their rich fundamental
chemistry and physics. Charge carriers in conjugated polymers
do not generally move freely in electronic bands, but self-localize
in the form of polarons due to the significant coupling between
the electronic and geometric structures (strong electron–phonon
couplings).1 Thus, the lattice around an excess charge relaxes
via bond length or torsional angle deformations, giving rise to
the binding energy of the polaron. This implies that even in a
completely planar or rigid conjugated chain without any defects, the
polaron wave function is limited to a certain intrinsic/effective
molecular length. However, most conjugated polymers exhibit a
high conformational degree of freedom along the chains leading
to partial breaks in conjugation. If the average length of coherent
molecular subunits (p-systems) is shorter than the intrinsic extension
of the polaron, the delocalization becomes effectively confined by
the morphology of the system. As precise knowledge of polaron
extension in conjugated polymers remains rare, the nature of the
limiting process for a particular material also remains unclear.
The lack of exact, especially experimental information on
polaron delocalization contrasts with the significant influence
that localization of charge carriers has on the fundamental
physico-chemical processes in organic semiconductors. Charge
transport is usually described as a hopping process among
localized states that are distributed in energy.2–4 In this frame-
work the carrier mobility mainly depends on the width of
the (Gaussian) distribution. In disordered or completely amor-
phous semiconductors, charges can get trapped in the tail of
the broad density of states (DOS), which reduces the carrier
mobility drastically. On the other hand, if the DOS is narrowed
(e.g., by local ordering or crystallization of the polymer), charge
transport can get dominated by the molecular reorganization
accompanied with the hopping process between adjacent, nearly
isoenergetic states (polaronic transport).5 Beyond those two well
established concepts, Hoffman et al. recently highlighted the
importance of charge carrier delocalization in order to explain
the difference in mobility in a series of related conjugated
polymers exhibiting similar energetic disorder and reorganiza-
tion energies.6 Furthermore, very highmobilities on the order of,
or over 1 cm2 V1 s1 have been reported in recently developed
conjugated polymers and are attributed to either preferential chain
orientation or polymer structures that are resilient to torsions
(i.e. by chemical bridging of aromatic units), therefore decreasing
the energetic disorder and at the same time extending the
delocalization of the p-electron system along the backbone.7–17
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studies where experimental in-plane alignment of polymer
backbones lead to a further substantial mobility increase in
this particular transport direction.18–20 In addition to the importance
of polaron delocalization for efficient transport of charges in organic
semiconductors, there are several experimental results and theore-
tical models suggesting that extended delocalized states take part in
the ultra-fast charge separation process at the donor–acceptor
interface in organic solar cells.21–26 As both charge separation
and transport are fundamental processes in functional devices,
deeper insight into the delocalization of charges would signifi-
cantly improve the understanding of the operation of organic
solar cells, transistors, and light-emitting diodes.
A material that has been intensively studied in the past years
with respect to fundamental correlations between molecular
structure and charge carrier transport and to applications in
organic solar cells, is the conjugated polymer poly(2,5-bis(3-
alkylthiophene-2-yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene) (PBTTT) (Fig. 1). Its
characteristic semicrystalline morphology in thin polymer
layers comprising of p-stacked polymer chain lamellae has
been put forward as one explanation for the high hole mobility
of up to 1 cm2 V1 s1 measured in field-eﬀect transistors.27–38
It was also proposed from theoretical modeling that a low
density of trap states and high delocalization of charges along
the planarized chains in closely packed lamellar structures is
responsible for the improved mobility in PBTTT.39 It is there-
fore highly desirable to have a direct measure of the polaron
(de)localization in PBTTT in order to correlate with the struc-
ture and transport properties of the polymer.
While a wealth of studies focused on a structural analysis in
order to explain the high charge carrier mobility in PBTTT, the
fundamental phenomenon of charge delocalization along the
backbone has to date only been accessed theoretically.39,40 Very
recently, we reported the synthesis of BTTT oligomers to shed
light on the evolution of crystalline behavior, morphology, and
interaction with the fullerene acceptor as the molecular con-
jugation length increases.41 In turn, this series of compounds
now enables us to investigate directly the delocalization of
charges in PBTTT in a systematic way via electron nuclear
double resonance (ENDOR) spectroscopy, without having to
rely exclusively on advanced modeling. In conjugated polymers,
the length of the polymer chain can severely influence factors
such as solubility, film formation, crystallinity, and consequently
charge transport or carrier generation in functional devices.42 By
investigating twomolecular weight fractions of PBTTT (Mn = 15 kDa
and 20 kDa), we illustrate a case where two chemically similar
polymers show a diﬀerent degree of polaron localization. In
combination with complementary quantum chemical calcula-
tions of the well-defined oligomer molecules, we have been able
to gain deeper insight into the factors that limit delocalization
along the polymer chain and how delocalization depends on
structure in thin films. In addition, our discussion presents a
general guideline illustrating the pitfalls and opportunities
when trying to deduce polaron localization lengths from hyper-
fine coupling spectra of conjugated polymers.
2. ENDOR spectroscopy to determine
charge localization
An early attempt to reveal the localization of polarons in several
conjugated polymers made use of a correlation between the
energy of photo- or doping-induced polaron absorption43–46
and the effective conjugation length,47 stimulating further
investigations.48–51 Here, we apply an alternative technique
based on electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), which has
proven to be very successful in determining the extension of
excited species, especially in bio-related molecules/systems.52–54
In general, EPR is capable to identify unpaired electrons due to
the Zeeman splitting under an applied magnetic field by micro-
wave spin manipulation; in this context, it has been demon-
strated to reliably detect photo-generated polarons in different
types of organic solar cells.55,56 The interaction between the
magnetic dipole of a nucleus (with nonzero spin), bound to
the chemical structure of the material, and the spin of a charge
carrier leads to the formation of additional hyperfine sublevels,
which increases the number of EPR transitions. In case of a
hydrogen nucleus (I = 1/2) in the vicinity of an unpaired electron
(S = 1/2), the hyperfine interaction leads to an additional splitting
of the spin up and the spin down state, respectively, resulting in
two EPR and two NMR transitions (see Fig. 2). The magnitude of
the energetic splitting a (hyperfine splitting constant) depends
on the strength of the dipole–dipole interaction and can be
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divided into two contributions. The isotropic contribution to
the hyperfine coupling (HFC) is based on the polaron wave
function probability amplitude at the position of the nucleus
given by the Fermi contact term. The second part is anisotropic
in nature and related to distance and relative orientation of
polaron spin and nucleus spin. As the HFC strength is propor-
tional to the spin/charge carrier density at the location of the
nucleus, measuring a is therefore an efficient tool to determine
the spatial extent of polaron wave functions.
The hyperfine coupling strength can directly be resolved by
ENDOR spectroscopy. This technique exploits the influence of
resonant radiofrequency (RF) pulses (exciting NMR transitions)
on EPR transitions (see Fig. 2a) with enhanced sensitivity
compared to NMR.57 For a discrete isotropic coupling of a
polaron spin to a single nucleus an exemplary ENDOR spectrum
shows resonances at a/2 and +a/2 centered around the free
nuclear Larmor frequency nn (see Fig. 2b). Therefore, stronger
couplings result in broader ENDOR spectra indicating a high
degree of polaron localization.
Several earlier studies have applied spin resonant techniques
in order to determine the spatial extent of charge carriers in
organic semiconductors. Polarons in polyphenylenevinylene,
polythiophene or polyfluorene derivatives were either generated
by intrinsic defects, chemical doping, or by light excitation in
mixtures with e.g. a fullerene acceptor.58–64 Very recently, the
electronic structure of positive polarons in a small conjugated
molecule for application in solar cells or OFETs was investigated
by resolving the proton hyperfine spectrum.65 The technique was
also applied to study low band-gap polymers and investigate
correlations between the charge separation efficiency and polaron
delocalization in solar cells.66 However, one major drawback of
using hyperfine spectra in order to assess charge delocalization
in organic semiconductors is the complexity of the analysis. It
is most convenient to investigate the coupling between the
polaron spin and the nuclear spin of hydrogen protons as the
natural abundance of carbon isotopes exhibiting nuclear spin
is just around 1.07% (versus 99.98% for 1H). The spatial extent
of excitations such as excitons or polarons covers typically
several repeat units of the polymer chain. Consequently, the
charge carrier spin is coupled to a number of protons bound to
the aromatic rings and protons attached to aliphatic side chains,
which prevents the resolution of single proton couplings
in conjugated polymer films. Additional broadening of single
resonances occurs because the anisotropic portion of the HFC in
thin polymer films is not reduced by motional averaging, as
usually seen for liquid samples. This underlines the need for
simulating the spectra as a sum of contributions from several
nuclei partially overlapping in their spectral appearance. In
order to do so, the HFCs in a series of ionized oligomers
with increasing degree of polymerization have been calculated
via DFT (B3LYP functional) and directly compared with the
experimental spectrum of the corresponding polymer to assess
the localization length.66 While this is indeed a practical proce-
dure, the final result is in fact severely influenced by the level of
theory and structural model chosen for calculations making this
comparison alone arguable. Particularly, recent theoretical work
has shown that modern long-range corrected density functionals
can minimize electron self-interaction errors and provide the
right balance between localization and delocalization effects.67,68
This was confirmed in one lately published computational study
of polaron delocalization in PBTTT oligomers.40
Additional uncertainty comes from the fact that exact infor-
mation on the conformation of the polymer is missing and the
solubilizing side chains containing a large number of hydrogen
nuclei are usually not considered or truncated in quantum
chemical calculations. We will show here that a reliable simula-
tion requires additional knowledge on the structural conforma-
tion of the polymer including its side chains.
An approach to eliminate to some extent these uncertainties
was performed in 1991 already by Brendel et al. who measured
the hyperfine coupling in a series of n-type doped phenylene-
vinylene oligomers in frozen solution.59 As expected, the width
of the ENDOR spectrum narrows with increasing oligomer
length, corresponding to weaker hyperfine coupling and
enhanced delocalization of the negative polaron. This eﬀect is
demonstrated even more clearly in a recent publication by
Wilson et al. who determined the HFCs of perylenediimide
(PDI) oligomers designed for conjugated molecular wires.69
The HFC of spectrally resolved protons exactly halved when
doubling the molecule size and shows nearly a third of the
Fig. 2 (a) Energy diagram showing the Zeeman splitting of interacting polaron and nucleus spin under an applied magnetic field. (b) Schematic ENDOR
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monomer values for the trimer. Having an oligomer series
at hand corresponding to the conjugated polymer under inves-
tigation, therefore gives the possibility to determine the spatial
extent of polarons by observing the saturation of HFC indepen-
dently of anymodel. Additionally, it represents an ideal test bed for
quantum chemical models on experimentally existing oligomers
with defined degree of polymerization. We note that this oligomer
approach is also very common to assess the conjugation length
(polymer limit) of a particular polymer from optical gap measure-
ments as a function of oligomer length, reviewed by Gierschner
et al.70 Because PBTTT has shown to be applicable as donor
material in organic solar cells, we will investigate the delocaliza-
tion of holes after dissociation of light-generated excitons at the
polymer/fullerene interface. Doing so also insures that the
polarons characterized here have the same physical nature as
the charges formed in functional devices, which is not neces-
sarily the case for e.g. alkali metal doped polymers previously
investigated by ENDOR spectroscopy.
3. Results
The EPR spectra of light-induced polarons generated in the BTTT
oligomer/polymer:[60]PCBM mixtures are presented in the ESI†
(Fig. S1). The spectra directly show that separated charges are
generated for all material mixtures in the donor and acceptor
phases after light excitation. The spectral signatures of the
positive polaron located on the oligomer/polymer and the
electron in PCBM are well separated at Q-band (34 GHz micro-
wave frequency), which allows us to address the HFC of
each component individually by choosing the magnetic field
appropriately. The EPR signal intensity or charge generation
eﬃciency decreases continuously when going from the polymer
to the smallest BTTT1 oligomer; this is due to the energy
mismatch for separation in accordance with previous results
on BTTT oligomer solar cells.41 A detailed discussion of the
spectra and a decomposition of the various influences that may
change the spectral shape is, however, beyond the scope of this
work; rather, we focus here on the investigation of the HFC.
Oligomer/polymer ENDOR overview
Fig. 3a shows the 1H-Davies ENDOR spectra of BTTT oligomer/
polymer:[60]PCBMmixtures measured at the spectral position of
the positive polaron. All spectra were shifted by the resonance
frequency of a free hydrogen nucleus nH (at Q-band approx.
53 MHz). To increase the signal to noise ratio, the dBTTT1/
BTTT1 spectra were symmetrized by mirroring at nH. The general
trend of decreasing hyperfine coupling strength with increasing
molecular length appears clearly and points to an extended
delocalization of the polaron wavefunction in larger molecules.
In addition, the spectral shape is independent of temperature
between 10 K and 80 K (see the example of PBTTT in the ESI,†
Fig. S2), which implies that polarons do not hop incoherently
between states within the time scale of the experiment and we
directly probe the coherent extension of the excitation. Without
any further sophisticated analysis, we extract the maximum HFC
as interpolated from the edge of the ENDOR spectrum and plot it
over the inverse number of BTTT units (1/N) in Fig. 3c. The
maximum HFC exactly halves when going from BTTT1 to BTTT2
and is a third of the original value for BTTT3, as illustrated by the
linear dependence presented over 1/N. This behavior suggests
that the polaron extension spreads rather continuously along the
polymer backbone and shows no or little saturation in this
molecular length scale regime. We like to point out that several
reports on conjugated polymers also indicate a spread of the
polaron wave function in two dimensions to neighboringmolecules
or chains.45,46,71 This interchain eﬀect would lead to an addi-
tional narrowing of the individual ENDOR spectra as the
polaron eﬀectively experiences weaker couplings. Although we can
not exclude this eﬀect for PBTTT completely, the continuous trend
in Fig. 3c is a strong indication that for this system delocalization
evolves predominantly along the conjugated backbone.
Fig. 3 (a) 1H-Davies ENDOR spectra of BTTT oligomers and PBTTT in mixture with [60]PCBM measured at the magnetic field position of the positive
polaron (128 ns inversion pulse, 10 K). Also shown is the 1H-Davies ENDOR spectrum for the side chain deuterated compound dBTTT1 in gray. (b) UV-vis
absorption of thin PBTTT:[60]PCBM films. (c) Maximum experimental hyperfine coupling extracted from the edge of the HFC spectra as a function of
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Interestingly, the two molecular weight (Mn) fractions of PBTTT
present remarkable diﬀerences in their hyperfine coupling spectra.
By extrapolating the eﬀective localization length Neﬀ, it can be
concluded that the lower Mn fraction of PBTTT shows a localiza-
tion length of ca. 4 nm, corresponding to 3.1 BTTT units, i.e.
almost identical to BTTT3, although the chain is approx. 7 times
longer than this particular oligomer. However, delocalization in
the PBTTT with the higher molecular weight extends significantly
farther to 4.8 nm, corresponding to 3.7 BTTT units.
The diﬀerent degree of delocalization in the two chemically
equivalent polymers can be explained by the influence of mole-
cular weight on the structure formation and ordering of the films.
To gain deeper insight into this process, we measured the UV-vis
absorption of thin PBTTT:[60]PCBM films (see Fig. 3b). The 20 kDa
fraction shows a very pronounced red-shifted vibronic progression,
which is usually attributed to increased film crystallinity and
p-stacking of polymer chains,72–74 while the 15 kDa PBTTT absorp-
tion appears rather unstructured. The ENDOR spectra presented in
Fig. 3a are measured on thick films, which dried from solution
inside EPR quartz tubes under vacuum. This difference in pre-
paration makes the direct comparison to spin coated thin films
questionable as structure formation can critically depend on the
drying time of the solvent. Therefore, we adapted a technique that
is used e.g. for the sample preparation of conjugated polymer layers
on transmission electron microscopy grids. PBTTT:[60]PCBM films
were spin coated on PEDOT:PSS, floated in water, and wrapped
around a thin 1 mm quartz tube which was inserted in the
measurement tube and then evacuated and sealed under
helium atmosphere as usual. In fact, the resulting ENDOR
spectra measured on those thin films are identical to the ones
measured on the thick films with considerable longer drying
times (see ESI,† Fig. S3). This in turn means, that the electronic
structure of the polaron is in our case independent of the
preparation conditions. It also suggests, that the local chain
morphology is retained and UV-vis measurements on thin films
are applicable here in order to learn about the different degree
of PBTTT backbone planarization due to p-stacking.
We can now conclude that the polaron delocalization in
PBTTT (15 kDa) is limited by structural disorder in the polymer
layer, leading to an eﬀective conjugation length close to the
BTTT3 oligomer. On the other hand, the situation for PBTTT
(20 kDa) is not as clear since the spatial extent of the wave
function, while more strongly delocalized, can still be limited
by torsions along the backbone or alternatively by intrinsic
decoherence mechanisms. Therefore, we now turn to a more
detailed analysis of the oligomer ENDOR spectra in order to
shed light on the diﬀerent spectral contributions and the
limiting mechanisms of charge delocalization. We also take
advantage of the oligomer spectra to further test the adequacy
of long-range corrected DFT functionals in assessing charge
delocalization in p-conjugated systems.
dBTTT1/BTTT1 ENDOR and influence of molecular
conformation
BTTT1 is the shortest and most simple molecule in this series,
with six hydrogen nuclei directly bound to the aromatic ring
system (two per each thiophene and two at the thienothiophene
unit). Due to the symmetry of the molecule, it is suﬃcient to
consider only the coupling of three inequivalent protons. The
main spin density of the polaron is expected to be located along
the p-orbital system of the conjugated backbone. However, the
solubilizing side chains of BTTT1 also carry 13 protons per
chain, which can give rise to the appearance of additional
couplings in the ENDOR spectra. One usually expects only very
weak charge density at the position of side chain protons
because of the aliphatic nature of the side chains (also known
as matrix contribution close to a = 0). For this reason, side
chains are usually omitted, truncated, or substituted by methyl
groups when simulating ENDOR spectra with DFT.66 However,
there are several examples of conjugated bio-molecules (such as
flavines) where considerable polaron density is found at the side
chain protons close to the aromatic units.75 The mechanism
responsible for this eﬀect is hyperconjugation; in the case of
overlap/alignment of orbitals, charge is partially transferred from
the C–H side chain s-bond to the p-orbital of the sp2 hybridized
carbon in the aromatic ring structure, which stabilizes the
ground state due to increased spread of electron density. The
transferred charge density r at the position of the proton (and
therefore the coupling strength aH) depends to a first approxi-
mation on dihedral angle j according to aH B cos
2(j),76 which
opens additional potential for structural investigations of organic
radicals. This dependence, however, illustrates the potentially
large influence of side chain proton couplings on ENDOR spectra
for specific geometric arrangements (conformations). To exclude
side chain couplings in our ENDOR spectra for a preliminary
analysis and to quantify the contribution of those couplings
depending on the conformation of the molecule, we synthesized
the deuterated oligomer dBTTT1 where the side chain hydrogens
atoms are replaced by deuterium (details on the synthesis can be
found in the ESI†). The difference in magnetic moment shifts the
resonance position of the free deuteron by a factor of 6.5 to lower
RF frequencies (at Q-band to approx. 8 MHz), which gives
the possibility to investigate polaron couplings to the polaron
to 1H and 2H nuclei separately in ENDOR spectra.
For a reliable simulation of ENDOR spectra, one has to
consider specific suppression eﬀects caused by the measure-
ment technique itself. If the inversion pulse of the Davies
sequence excites or inverts (due its bandwidth) both EPR transi-
tions simultaneously (see Fig. 2), the ENDOR eﬀect vanishes. Small
couplings susceptible to this suppression eﬀect arise most likely
for distant H nuclei (non-conjugated side chains or molecular
surrounding). While this suppression eﬀect should result in van-
ishing ENDOR intensity at n = 0, experimental ENDOR always show
finite, but diﬃcult to predict residual intensity. Consequently, we
have chosen to assume complete suppression at n = 0 in our
simulations a Lorentzian line centered at n = 0 with the width
defined by to the excitation bandwidth (see above). Choosing
increasingly longer microwave pulses would enhance the sensitivity
for weakly coupled protons, but would also lead to an unwanted
orientation selectivity rendering the spectra diﬃcult to interpret.77
In the ESI† (Fig. S4) we show an example of the influence of the
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Fig. 4a shows the chemical structure of the dBTTT1 oligomer
with the aromatic hydrogens Ha, Hb and HTT and the deuterium
atoms D1, D2,. . . etc. bound to the side chains. Recent X-ray
diﬀraction investigations on the conformation of the non-
deuterated oligomer have shown that the thiophene rings adapt
a cis conformation with respect to the sulfur in the thienothio-
phene unit while the side chains arrange at an angle of 1051
with respect to the molecular plane.78 We use this structure as
the basis for our simulations and optimize the geometry of the
cation at the LC-BLYP/6-31G(d) level of theory while keeping the
angle of the side chains fixed (even if this assumption were to
be incorrect, we will later see that the arrangement of the side
chains has only very little influence on the HFCs of Ha, Hb and
HTT). As we have recently shown, long-range corrected (LRC)
functionals are essential in order to describe polaron delocali-
zation in PBTTT.40 Here, we have chosen the LC-BLYP level of
theory for all DFT calculations. Note that the diﬀerences
between tuned LRC-functionals are in general small. However,
in the present case, LC-BLYP seems to perform slightly better in
comparison to the LC-oPBE and wB97X-D functionals, which
were also used in the previous investigation (see ESI†).
Fig. 4a shows the LC-BLYP charge/spin density of the hole
wave function, which is delocalized over the whole molecular
backbone as well as the first –CD2 part of side chains. The
highest coupling is to the outer hydrogen Ha while Hb and HTT
show less spin density and therefore weaker coupling. We used
the calculated isotropic and anisotropic HFC values to simulate the
experimental 1H ENDOR spectrum of the dBTTT cation (Fig. 4b)
using the EPR software package easyspin.79 The simulated
spectrum reproduces the shape of the experimental spectrum.
Both weaker couplings to Hb and HTT are obviously affected
by the suppression effect close to a = 0 discussed above. Note
that we do not observe a significant difference in the simulated
HFC spectra between dBTTT in cis and trans configurations
(see ESI,† Fig. S5); thus, we cannot distinguish experimentally
between the two forms.
The experimental data on dBTTT1 revealed the coupling
of the polaron spin with the 1H nuclei in the aromatic ring
system. We now turn to the measurement and analysis of the
coupling to the 2H nuclei at the side chains of the oligomer.
Together with appropriate simulations, we are able to check
independently if the assumption on the side chain arrange-
ment adapted from XRD on single crystals still holds for
dBTTT1 mixed with PCBM. As pointed out earlier, the coupling
to 1H and 2H can be investigated separately in ENDOR spectra
because of the diﬀerence in the free Larmor frequency of the
nuclei (factor of 6.5). Also, the 2H ENDOR spectrum is narrowed
by the same factor although the spin density at the position of
the nucleus stays unchanged.
We calculated the HFC of the first four deuterium nuclei to
the polaron spin in dBTTT as function of the side chain angle
(see Fig. 5a) at the LC-BLYP level. The two 2H close to the
aromatic ring (D1, D2) exhibit the largest coupling, modulated
by the expected cos2(j) behavior.76 The maximum appears for
parallel alignment of the C–2H dihedral angle with the aromatic
p-orbitals, and the minimum when the bond lies in the mole-
cular plane. In coplanar arrangement of the side chains with the
backbone, both C–2H bonds point out of the plane to a higher
degree than in the perpendicular case, which explains the
different levels of the curve intersection points. For the more
distant deuterium atoms 3 and 4, nearly no hyperconjugation
(overlap of orbitals) takes place, which results in a very weak hole
density and very little HFC at their positions.
The measurements of the 2H ENDOR spectra (Fig. 5b) were
performed with a slightly altered pulse sequence (MIMS ENDOR)
that is especially sensitive to small hyperfine couplings.57,80 In
contrast to Davies ENDOR, it does not produce a single central
blind spot but several periodic blind spots depending on the
specific pulse sequence time delay t. One can therefore reduce
the width of the central suppression eﬀect and resolve weaker
couplings; on the other hand, this procedure induces additional
blind spots at 1/(2t), which in our case are located at 1.66 MHz
Fig. 4 (a) LC-BLYP DFT optimized chemical structure of the deuterated dBTTT1 cation in cis conformation with the side chain angle fixed to 1051 (taken
from XRD measurements78). Also shown is the spin density of the positive polaron calculated at the LC-BLYP level of theory. (b) The graph shows a
simulation of the dBTTT cation 1H Davies ENDOR spectrum considering three aromatic protons (Ha, Hb, HTT) visualizing contributions of the three
diﬀerent nuclei. The bottom graph shows the sum spectrum (green) in comparison to the experiment (black). Green bars represent the individual
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(t = 300 ns) and 2.5 MHz (t = 200 ns), that is well separated
from the experimental spectrum. The 2H MIMS ENDOR spec-
trum with t = 300 ns (gray line) shows a distinct signature
around a/2 = 0.85 MHz which is slightly shifted to higher
couplings for t = 200 ns due to the broadened blind spot at
a = 0. We used the 2H HFC LC-BLYP calculations on the dBTTT
cation presented in Fig. 5a to simulate several spectra as a
function of the side chain angle with respect to the backbone
(Fig. 5b). Taking the distinct visible a/2 = 0.85 MHz transition
as a basis for the description of the experimental results, the
best fit is achieved by choosing a dihedral angle of 1101. The
blind spot narrowing at a = 0 vs. t is well captured by our
simulations and also reproduces the ostensible shift of the
a/2 = 0.85 MHz transition for t = 200 ns. We note that due to
the symmetry of the HFCs in Fig. 5 an angle of 701 would
simulate the experimental data equally well. However we
exclude this possibility because the close proximity of the side
chain to the TT unit appears to be energetically unfavorable.
The peak at a/2 = 0.85 MHz is caused by the D1 spin that
carries considerable spin density in the 1101 side chain con-
formation (Fig. 4a). This value is in fact very close to recently
published results on the XRD single crystal structure of BTTT1
(1051), which we used above for the simulation of the 1H dBTTT
ENDOR spectrum. We estimate the accuracy of this approach to
be 51 based on the onset of visible changes in the simulated
spectral shape.
The dBTTT1 molecule enabled us to separately investigate
and simulate the HFCs contributions of spin probes attached to
the backbone (hydrogen) and distinguishable spin probes
attached to the more flexible side chains (deuterium). Based
on these results, we can now attempt to understand the
complete 1H BTTT ENDOR spectrum of the non-deuterated
BTTT1 cation while this distinction could not be done without
previous knowledge. Fig. 6 shows the corresponding 1H ENDOR
spectra of the dBTTT and BTTT1 cations in direct comparison.
If the dihedral angle of the side chains based on previous
X-ray diﬀraction measurements is preserved upon exchange
of deuterium with hydrogen, one would expect additional
1H couplings appearing at a/2 = 4.68 MHz (6.5  0.72 MHz
for 1051) and in the center of the spectrum. Without further
simulation, this is clearly observed in the direct experimental
comparison of both spectra. We performed again calculations
of the HFCs with respect to the dihedral angle now consisting
of 1H couplings located in the aromatic backbone and in the
side chains. Obviously the spin density at the position of the
Fig. 5 (a) LC-BLYP-calculated isotropic hyperfine coupling strength for the first four deuterium nuclei in the dBTTT1 cation (cis conformation) as a
function of the side chain angle. The lines show a guide to the eye considering a cos2(j) dependence. (b) Top: Simulation of the 2H MIMS ENDOR
spectrum with respect to the dihedral angle of the side chain (including ENDOR suppression for t = 300 ns). Bottom: Experimental 2H MIMS ENDOR
spectra for t = 200 ns (black) and 300 ns (gray). Both are simulated (green) with the first four deuterium couplings and a constant side chain angle of 1101
(including the change in blind spot behavior depending on t). Green bars represent the individual 2H isotropic couplings to simulate the spectrum.
Fig. 6 The upper graph shows simulations of the BTTT1 cation 1H Davies
ENDOR spectra considering three aromatic protons Ha, Hb, HTT (shaded
areas) and the complete spectrum (full lines) including side chain protons
as function of the dihedral angle at the LC-BLYB level of theory. The lower
graph shows a fit (green) of the experimental dBTTT1 spectrum (black) and
non-deuterated BTTT1 spectrum (grey) with a constant side chain angle of
1051. Green bars represent the individual 1H isotropic couplings to simulate
the spectrum. All simulated spectra include complete ENDOR eﬀect
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aromatic protons represented by the thin colored lines does
not change significantly upon rotation of the side chains. The
HFCs of the side chain protons H1, H2, H3, H4 appear with the
same modulation as that presented in Fig. 5 and are added to
the constant basis spectrum of Ha, Hb, and HTT. The best
simulation of the experimental BTTT1 spectrum is reached by
using the HFC values calculated on the molecular conformation
of 1051. This value is not only the angle previously extracted from
the single-crystal structure of BTTT1 but is also very close to the
1101 value we applied to simulate the 2H MIMS ENDOR spectra
of dBTTT1, which underlines the reliability and consistency of
our approach.
Specific conformations of the BTTT1 molecule can in fact
lead to a situation (e.g. side chain dihedral angle 1501) where
the strongest coupling visible in the ENDOR spectrum is not
given by a proton in the conjugated backbone but in the
aliphatic side chain. It is now clear that 1H side chain couplings
can significantly contribute to ENDOR spectra of organic con-
jugated molecules or polymers particularly for selected mole-
cular arrangements. As a main drawback, comparisons of
experimental results with simulated ENDOR spectra based on
DFT calculations are questionable when the morphologic
arrangement is unknown or the side chains are not treated
adequately (e.g., they are just truncated to methyl groups). Since
the availability of deuterated molecules that help to separate
those influences experimentally is limited, reliable simulation
of ENDOR spectra needs to be combined with independent
structural investigations on the organic compounds (e.g., XRD,
NEXAFS, solid-state NMR, and/or IR spectroscopy). After this
detailed analysis of the BTTT1monomer, we now apply what we
have learned to the BTTT2 and BTTT3 oligomers.
BTTT2 ENDOR
An adequate simulation of the BTTT2 cation 1H ENDOR
spectrum therefore has to rely on previous investigations of
the molecular structure in thin films. Recent investigations by
XRD on single crystals showed that the BTTT2 side chains
are coplanar with the conjugated backbone, thereby leaving
enough space to host PCBM. In the blend with PCBM, these
channels are maintained and enable the co-crystallization and
intercalation of PCBM.41 Note that for the co-crystalization of
PBTTT and PCBM a diﬀerent arrangement of side chains has
been deduced (vide infra BTTT3).81 On that basis the HFCs were
calculated on optimized BTTT2 cation geometries (constraining
the side chains to coplanar arrangement) to simulate the
1H BTTT2 ENDOR spectrum (Fig. 7b). The hyperfine coupling
to aromatic protons (thin lines), which is insensitive to the side
chain arrangement, gives first evidence on the match between
experiment and simulation. Adding the HFC of the side chain
protons instantly visualizes that the major part of the BTTT2
ENDOR spectrum consists of contributions that strongly depend
on the geometric arrangement of the side chains, which again
stresses the importance of the side chain couplings. The match
between simulation and experiment is however not perfect.
Due to the increasing complexity of the larger oligomers, a full
simulation of the dependence on the dihedral angle, comparable
to what we have reported for dBTTT1, would be, however,
computationally challenging. We note that a larger deviation
(e.g. perpendicular arrangement) would shift a significant part of
the spectrum to the region between 0–1 MHz, which is not
visible in the experimental spectrum (see Fig. 5a). We therefore
suggest that minor deviations from the coplanar arrangement
can exist in films of BTTT2 mixed with [60]PCBM.
Structural information on the BTTT3 oligomer is even more
limited as it is not possible to deduce a complete crystallo-
graphicmodel fromprevious XRDmeasurements. Grazing incidence
X-ray diﬀraction on thin oligomer films, however, shows that
typical stacking distances along the diﬀerent crystallographic
directions already match those for PBTTT films, with the main
changes in structure formation occurring between BTTT1 and
BTTT3. Consequently, it is reasonable to rely on a number of
investigations characterizing the intercalation of PBTTT with
PCBM. Studies based on IR, NEXAFS, and XRD suggest for pure
PBTTT layers a tilt angle of the stretched side chains by 24–401
in view along the backbone axis.82,83 A more recent investiga-
tion additionally incorporating solid state NMR and molecular
Fig. 7 (a) LC-BLYP optimized chemical structure of the BTTT2 cation with side chains constrained to a coplanar arrangement (in reference to XRD
measurements41). Also shown is the charge/spin density of the positive polaron. (b) The upper graph shows separate simulations of the BTTT2 cation
1H Davies ENDOR spectra considering five aromatic protons Ha, Hb, HTT1, HTT2, Hb 0 and the HFC caused by side chain protons in coplanar
arrangement. The lower graph shows the complete simulation (green) of the experimental BTTT2 spectrum (black) with LC-BLYP. Green bars represent
the individual 1H isotropic couplings to simulate the spectrum. All simulated spectra include complete ENDOR eﬀect suppression around a = 0 (Davies
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dynamics data implies that this tilt angle is retained in a
mixture with PCBM.81 Based on the nomenclature introduced
in Fig. 5a, PBTTT side chains arrange in a nearly perpendicular
fashion (901) as shown in Fig. 8a in the case of BTTT3. We
performed a DFT optimization for the geometry of the BTTT3
cation with this constraint and again evaluated the HFC of all
hydrogen spins with the polaron. The results of the 1H Davies
ENDOR spectra simulation are shown in Fig. 8b. A first com-
parison, focusing on the conformationally more insensitive
1H spins bound to the conjugated backbone (see Fig. 6), reveals
that those mainly contribute larger couplings to the BTTT3
spectrum. The inclusion of the HFC of the side chain protons in
the simulation leads to a robust description of the complete
BTTT3 ENDOR spectrum by adding weaker couplings due to
the perpendicular arrangement. It is obvious that any other
molecular conformation of the side chains than that depicted
in Fig. 8a would lead to the appearance of larger couplings in
the spectra, according to the cos2(j) behavior. Assuming that
the BTTT3 conformation is very similar to PBTTT therefore
seems very reasonable.
4. Conclusion
We have shown that considerable care has to be taken for
deducing polaron localization lengths from hyperfine coupling
spectra of conjugated polymers. This is especially true when
investigating 1H couplings, which may consist to a significant
degree of couplings to protons in the non-conjugated side chains.
Those couplings are, however, very sensitive to the structural
arrangement with respect to the conjugated backbone. Therefore,
reliable simulations of conjugated polymer ENDOR spectra need
to be combined with independent structural investigations on
the organic compounds. In our case, we have been able to take
advantage of the PBTTT oligomer series and the deuterated
molecule dBTTT1 to disentangle these diﬀerent contributions
to the ENDOR spectra. On that basis, we can directly draw
conclusions on the extent of the polaron wavefunction in PBTTT
as function of the film morphology.
The consistent simulation of the individual oligomer spectra
confirms that long-range corrected DFT functionals can properly
describe the change in coupling strength with increasing oligomer
size. For shorter oligomers as BTTT1/BTTT2, B3LYP seems to
work comparably well as both B3LYP and LC-BLYP reproduce the
1/N behavior of the calculated maximum HFC in this oligomer
length regime (see ESI,† Fig. S9). However, since B3LYP tends to
overdelocalize wave functions, it start failing on longer oligomers
where LC-BLYP predicts a limited polaron size and saturation of
the HFC. We can therefore compare the experimental results on
two PBTTT samples of diﬀerent molecular weight, to the polaron
polymer limit deduced from long-range corrected DFT calcula-
tions. In the lower molecular weight sample, the delocalization of
the polaron extends over 3.1 BTTT units, that is about over 12
thiophene rings; it is clearly limited by structural disorder, leading
to twists and kinks along the polymer backbone that break the
conjugation (Fig. 9). Since such defects are diﬃcult to model
a priori with DFT, calculations on rather disordered or amor-
phous conjugated polymers might overestimate the actual
polaron localization length.
The main reason for the farther delocalization of the hole in
higher molecular weight PBTTT films likely is the increased
degree of order, which leads in this particular case to a polaron
Fig. 8 (a) LC-BLYP optimized chemical structure of the BTTT3 cation with side chains constrained to a nearly perpendicular arrangement (analog to
PBTTT as described in the main text81). The spin density of the positive polaron is visualized. (b) The upper graph shows separate simulations of BTTT3
cation 1H Davies ENDOR spectra considering seven aromatic protons Ha, Hb, Hb0, Hb00, HTT1, HTT2, HTT3 and the HFC caused by side chain protons in
nearly perpendicular arrangement. The lower graph shows the complete simulation (green) of the experimental BTTT3 spectrum (black) with LC-BLYP.
Green bars represent the individual 1H isotropic couplings to simulate the spectrum. All simulated spectra include complete ENDOR eﬀect suppression
around a = 0 (Davies inversion p-pulse 128 ns).
Fig. 9 Schematic representation of the polaron delocalization length in
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size of 3.7 BTTT units, that is, over about 15 thiophene rings.
Previous DFT calculations on BTTT cations have shown that
saturation of polaron delocalization starts at a length of BTTT4,40
which is very close to the maximum experimental value measured
here for the 20 kD Mn PBTTT. This implies that in highly ordered
PBTTT films positive polarons can reach their intrinsic delocaliza-
tion limit, which matches that predicted by DFT calculations. Our
results underline the importance of achieving planarization of the
polymer backbone in order to reach a high degree of polaron
delocalization and to maximize charge transport.
To summarize, we exploited ENDOR techniques to measure
reliably polaron delocalization in PBTTT samples and to correlate
the extent of delocalization with the polymer film morphology.
Our study forms a useful basis for further studies on the
hyperfine coupling spectra of conjugated polymers. Polaron
delocalization is expected to have a strong influence on phenom-
ena such as charge transport and charge generation in functional
organic devices. However, at this time, a convincing experimental
correlation between these processes and charge delocalization
remains missing.
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